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1. THEY DON’T START A CONVERSATION WITH, “WHAT DO
YOU DO?”
The most interesting networkers know how to tell a story

2. BE A GIVER, NOT A VULTURE
Good networkers will take the initiative to make beneficial and
interesting matches for others.

3. FEED THE BEAST
Interesting networkers keep themselves engaged and
knowledgeable about various topics so they can add insight to
conversation.

4. LISTEN MORE THAN YOU TALK
Even in a room full of people, remain fully focused on the person
you are talking to for a deeper connection.

5. KEEP THE CONNECTION GOING
Shortly after you connect, reach out with a reference to
something discussed in your conversation.

6. YOU CAN BUILD A NETWORK, BUT HOW ARE YOU KEEPING IT?
Keep track of your closest strategic partners. Champion them,
support them. And in time, you have your army.

7. WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR YOUR PEOPLE?
Relationships take time. How are you deepening those
relationships? Card? Check in call? Catch up over lunch or coffee?

8. ALWAYS ASK "HOW CAN I HELP YOU?"
Never leave the conversation with ANYONE without asking this
question. And if you can't help, offer to make an introduction to
someone that could.

9. DON'T JUST MAKE YOURSELF VISIBLE, MAKE YOURSELF
AVAILABLE
Do not just shake hands and make small talk, show that your
business is here and ready to help.
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10. PRESENT A SUCCESS STORY
After finding a shared topic of interest, offer advice with a personal
story about how you solved a problem.

11. ASK FOR SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO EXPAND YOUR NETWORK
Don't be afraid to ask your contacts if they can recommend a
professional organization or the names of some of the people you
should be talking with.

12. KEEP YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE UPDATED
Potential recruiters or clients will often use social media platforms
to check out your skills and experience.

13. ALWAYS REMEMBER TO SAY THANK YOU
Thank your connection for the information they have given you to
create a caring and genuine relationship.

14. KEEP NOTES ON YOUR CONTACTS
Keeping notes on your connections will allow you to give your future
correspondences a personalized touch.

15. FIND A REASON TO FOLLOW UP
Try to find an article that references something you talked about
or a contact you know could help them

16. DON'T TAKE UP TOO MUCH TIME
We are all busy people! Droning on can get annoying. Focus on the
quality of your time conversating, not quantity.

17. STAY ACTIVE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Like your contacts posts! Leave a comment every once in a while!
Keep yourself in their mind!

18. DON'T FORGET YOUR CONTACTS
Even if there isn't an immediate business partnership, try to reach out
2-3 times a year so they know you are still available.
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19. LET THE OTHER PERSON SPEAK
Make sure you're not doing all the talking! It will seem like you are
only interested in yourself and you will not leave a good impression.

20. ASK QUESTIONS
Questions are key to an engaging conversation and discovering
personal details.

21. LOVE, GENEROSITY, AND CARE FOR OTHERS
These are the three things you should be building a deeper and more
genuine relationship on.

22. DON'T FORGET TO SMILE
Making yourself more welcoming and authentic will help to build
your relationship and show that you are interested in what they
are saying.

23. BRING A FRIEND
If you are able to attend an event with someone you know from
another company, it is great to meet people together -- that way you
can talk each other up.

24. INTRODUCE YOURSELF WITH AN ANECDOTE THAT RESONATES
Make your intro spiel personal. People will see you are genuine and
it will resonate.

25. SELL YOURSELF BEFORE YOU SELL YOUR BUSINESS
No one wants to feel like the person they are conversating with only
has profit on their agenda. When discussing business, be sure to
share, not sell.

26. DON'T RUSH THE RELATIONSHIP
Trust takes time. You can't expect to build a genuine relationship in
30 minutes.
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27. ASK THEIR PREFERRED METHOD OF FOLLOW-UP
Whether it be cellphone, LinkedIn, or email, ask which platform they
use most so you can contact them most effectively.

28. TAKE TIME TO STOP AT THE BAR
Many people at networking events take time to relax at the bar.
Take advantage of this, even if you're not drinking.

29. BE EXCITED ABOUT NETWORKING
If you know you dread networking, people around you will know too.
See it as something that will grow your business while you can
have fun at the same time!

30. DON'T JUST TALK ABOUT WORK
Work in conversation about hobbies, vacation plans, or even a favorite
restaurant to make your relationship more than a business exchange.

31. WHEN IN DOUBT, DISCUSS THE SETTING OR EVENT
Do your research beforehand so you have knowledge about
something you clearly have in common - attending the same
event/conference.

32. AMP UP YOUR LINKEDIN PRESENCE
Share content and SlideShare decks, join groups, leverage
@mentions, etc.

33. BE A SPEAKER
Networking is much easier if everyone at the event already knows
your name.

34. DON'T ENTER WITH A CLEAR AGENDA
If you go into an event with the intention of getting new leads or
gathering X amount of business cards, it's likely to become
uncomfortable.
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35. DON'T APPROACH PEOPLE THAT DON'T SEEM READY TO TALK
Never approach someone if they are walking toward the restroom or if
they have a phone in their hand. Wait until they have returned to the
networking area or put their phone away.

36. KEEP A HAND FREE TO SHAKE HANDS
Always keep one hand free to allow yourself to shake hands with
people. Try not to eat and drink at the same time, remember, you're
there to network, not eat a full-course meal.

37. PERSONALIZE YOUR BUSINESS CARDS
Put a handwritten note or additional contact information on the card
so the recipient feels that they are recieving something special and
personal.

38. AVOID GRAVITATING TOWARDS PEOPLE YOU KNOW
While it may be more comfortable to speak to someone you already
have a connection with, that is not what you're at the event to do!
Introduce yourself to someone new!

39. TILT YOUR HEAD AS YOU TALK TO PEOPLE
Tilting your head is an effective body language technique which
communicates that you're paying attention to what they're saying.

40. KNOW WHERE TO NETWORK
The best location for networking is by a high-traffic area such as a
main door, the bar, or near the food.

41. DO NOT BARGE INTO CONVERSATION
Do not approach two people who are talking, as you may be
interrupting an important discussion.

42. PERSONALIZE THE CARDS YOU RECEIVE
Take a minute to jot down a note about the conversation you just had
or where you met to make your follow-up personal.
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43. INITIATE CONVERSATION WITH SOMEONE STANDING ALONE
Many people feel awkward at networking events. Saving someone
from this awkwardness will make them love you!

44. GREET THE HOST OF THE EVENT
The host is always a valuable connection and you have any
occurences at the event as conversation topics.

45. DO NOT HOVER AROUND PEOPLE
While it is important to try and make a real and personal connection, you
do not want to smother someone. Everybody needs space.

46. START NETWORKING BY RE-CONNECTING
Old contacts can still provide great value to your business. Rekindle
relationships that have been left alone for a while.

47. FIND YOUR "SUPERCONNECTORS"
A disproportionate number of friends and opportunities come your
way through a handful of people. If you only send a few emails or
make a few calls it should be to those people, because a small
investment there can pay off big.

48. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE TIME YOU SPEND WAITING IN LINE
It is the easiest, non-awkward way to meet the person in front of or behind
you. The bonus is that if you don’t enjoy speaking with them, you easily
can end the conversation once you get your drink or food.

49. DON'T APPROACH PEOPLE WITH A FULL PLATE OF FOOD
You cannot shake their hand, and they probably just want to eat their food
before it gets cold!

50. SHOW PERSONALITY WHEN YOU SPEAK
Make sure you are lively and engaging when you speak! A dull, monotone
speil will not be have anyone coming back for more.
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51. BE SOMEONE ELSE'S "SUPERCONNECTOR"
If you are the person who gives everyone good connections, they will
be forever indebted to you!

52. MAKE A GRACEFUL EXIT
Always be sure to circle around the event and say goodbye to everyone
you talked to so you are fresh in their minds before leaving.
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FROM INDUSTRY LEADERS

1. "CONNECT WITH PEOPLE AND ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS”
Don’t talk about work. Talk about something else like what you see
in the room and ask for their interests.
- Matt Jakubowski

2. "GO THERE AND WORK THE ROOM"
Engage in people. Walk around and introduce yourself.
- Gracie Jones

3. "YOU HAVE 24 HOURS TO MAKE A FOLLOW-UP"
Find a way to connect with them like coffee, breakfast
or lunch and learn a bit more about them.
- Gracie Jones

4. "LEAVE ALL THE NEGATIVE VIBES OUTSIDE THE DOOR"
There is absolutely no room for your negativity especially when
you’re there to socialize and get potential clients.
- Ije Nwokomah

5. "AVOID GETTING WEIRD"
Act normal and do not be too geeky or creepy when talking to
people. Avoid getting awkward.
- Ije Nwokomah

6. "LISTEN AND DON'T BE ABOUT YOURSELF"
Engage in people. Walk around and introduce yourself.
- Gracie Jones

7. "GET REFERRALS"
It’s important to get a referral from the trust advisor community
because they know the business owners. If you get their trust,
you will have referrals.
- Paul Visokey
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FROM INDUSTRY LEADERS

8. "JOIN ORGANIZATIONS"
Join organizations that allow you to meet like-minded people. Then
start marketing your business.
- Paul Visokey

9. "USE A ONE SENTENCE PROMPT"
Get the essence of what you are trying to provide down to a one
sentence prompt that gets people thinking in the right direction.
- Dr. Laura Sicola

10. "USE OPENERS"
Who doesn't love a good compliment? Start by complimenting
their shoes, accessories, watches etc.
- Dr. Laura Sicola

11. "HAVE A MEDIA BUDGET"
Invest. This is to increase the visibility of the content to your
targeted audience.
- Brianna Wistbridge

12. "LOOK AT PEOPLE IN THE EYES"
It makes them think that you are sincere and connected to them.
- Brianna Wistbridge

13. "DO WHAT YOU SAY YOU'RE GOING TO DO"
Never make crazy memories. Say what you think you can do
and don't oversell yourself.
- Matt Jakubowski

14. "TREAT EVERYONE THE SAME"
Treat people equally. Never make assumptions about them based
on how they look or dress.
- Matt Jakubowski
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FROM INDUSTRY LEADERS

15. "LOOK AT THE GUEST LIST"
If you have access on it find out who’s the best to be
strategic partners.
- Tim Walters

16. "NEVER ASK, "WHAT DO YOU DO?"
The right question should be, "What brings you here?".
Nobody cares about what you do.
- Tim Walters

17. "HAVE A CONSISTENT BRAND"
Your page needs to look professional. Make sure you have
headshots or clear images about you and the services you offer.
- Brianna Wistbridge

18. "LEAVE SOMETHING THAT IS OF VALUE"
Not only leave your business card but also leave them with
something that they can have a reason to contact you again.
- Marty McDonald

19. "STRATEGIC PLANNING AND COLLABORATION"
If there are common grounds for strategic collaborations,
connect with them!
- Erica Quigley

20. "CONTINUAL FOLLOW-UP"
Make a followup at least 4 times. This is where synergy comes in.
- Erica Quigley

21. "DO NOT SOUND SCRIPTED"
A script doesn't work on everyone 100% of the time. Just
be spontaneous and authentic.
- Mark Kratzer
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FROM INDUSTRY LEADERS

22. "DO NOT OVERSELL YOURSELF"
Just talk basic stuff about you and your company. Avoid talking
too much.
- David Collins

23. "GET INTO A COMFORTABLE SITUATION"
Ask them what they do, who they work for or what they like to do.
Make them feel comfortable with you, they'll then start to ask you
what you do.
- David Collins

24. "TAKE DOWN NOTES"
Get in there and be sociable. But don't forget to take down
important notes.
- David Collins

25. "BE FRIENDLY"
Find friends. Go around the room and look for someone who is
alone and start a conversation with them.
- Kayla Paonessa

26. "HAVE A SENSE OF HUMOR"
Throw out jokes, people love people with humor.
- Kayla Paonessa

27. "BRING FOOD"
Because.... who doesn’t love food?
- Kayla Paonessa

28. "JUST BE NATURAL AND AUTHENTIC"
Never try to sell at networking events because people will surely
avoid and not talk to you.
- Keith Baldwin
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FROM INDUSTRY LEADERS

29. "VOLUNTEER TO DO WORK FOR THEM"
Do some work for them and post their event on Facebook and
other platforms. The more involved you are, the more people you
know and the deeper your connections become.
- Jason Milbrandt

30. "CREATE A WIN-WIN SITUATION FOR BOTH PARTIES"
Help people connect with other people and it will sure create a winwin situation for both parties.
- Keith Baldwin

31. "DON'T BE AFRAID OF PUSH BACKS"
This is very normal in networking. It is very important to know your
audience. Listen, engage, and everything else follows.
- Mark Kratzer

32. "GIVE OUT GIFT BOXES"
This has proven to be successful. But remember to only hand
out gift boxes to very important prospects
or people on your list.
- Erica Quigley

33. "GO THERE, WORK THE ROOM AND ENGAGE"
Walk around and introduce yourself. Get people to notice you
and stay as confident as you can.
- Gracie Jones

34. "DON'T LINGER TOO LONG, BE IN AND OUT"
You don’t want to get too comfortable too soon to people that
you’re meeting for the first time, you will want to slowly build that
relationship.
- Gracie Jones
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35. "ENGAGE IN VIRTUAL CONSULTATIONS"
Having virtual consultations is very convenient because it saves
time and energy for a meetup.
- Francesca Zampaglione

36. "BE PREPARED AND SET A PURPOSE"
Know who you want to see so you will have a plan and purpose
going there.
- Joel Payton

37. "KNOW WHO IS OPERATING THE EVENT"
Do a little research of who they are and seek them out. Introduce
yourself and be natural.
- Joel Payton

38. "NOBODY CARES ABOUT WHAT YOU DO"
Don’t talk too much about what you do. People only care about
who you are and how you connect with them.
- Matt Jakubowski

39. "HAVE A GOOD STRATEGY"
Know and understand who to target and create a good strategy.
- Brianna Wistbridge

40. "BEING KIND IS VERY IMPORTANT"
Being kind is very important, so go out there with an open mind
and treat people with humility and kindness.
- David Collins

41. "THE "GIVER'S GAIN"
Find something that you can help them with before anything else.
Don’t wait, do it and you’ll definitely get it back.
- Nathan Weidner
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42. "THE VENDORS ARE THE SECRET SOURCE OF LEADS
AND SIDE INFO"
Talk to them just as much as you talk to potential clients.
- Charlene Delia L.S.W

43. "TO MAKE YOUR NAME EASIER TO REMEMBER WHEN
INTRODUCING YOURSELF, SAY YOUR NAME TWICE"
Simple, yet effective. It kind of takes the brain out of autopilot a bit.
Not really unconventional but a gem nonetheless!
- Leon Fraser

44. "HOLD YOUR DRINK IN YOUR LEFT HAND"
So you can be ready to shake hands with your right hand. And to
avoid clammy hands, wipe them on your pant leg before going to
shake someone’s hand.
- Will Bubenik

45. "MENTION WHAT "DAY" IT IS"
This is to make the meeting even more memorable. Ex.TODAY is
Nat'l llama day and even share a joke about it: What happens when
you're between two llamas? you get llamanated.
- Rich Lewis

46. "COMBINE WHAT YOU LIKE TO DO WITH YOUR
NETWORKING EFFORTS"
Example, I love craft beer and I enjoy casual happy hours. I have
made significant relationships because of a mutual interest in craft beer.
- Jim Monaghan

47. "ARRIVE EARLY, BEFRIEND THE HOSTS AND OFFER TO HELP."
- Lisa Sable
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48. "LEAVE YOUR BIZ CARDS AT HOME"
- Sara Rosenberg

49. "COMMON INTEREST CREATES BONDS!"
Attend ski clubs. Worked for my parents. They met through a 'common'
interest. FYI Mom didn't ski. More like shuffled around and met up for
dinner later. She fell on the slopes and he carried her down.
- JoDair McAleese

50. "LOOSE THE SALES PITCH AND JUST BE YOURSELF"
- Steven McKeon

51. "AFRAID OF SMALL TALK? MAKE IT ABOUT THEM, NOT YOURSELF."
- Hannah A. Tomsic

52. "ABC: ALWAYS BE CONNECTING"
- Scott Poris

53. "COME UP WITH MORE INTERESTING QUESTIONS
TO ASK A PERSON"
Trigger Excitement: Are you working on anything exciting lately?
Avoid: How are you? What do you do? Where are you from?
- Copley McKeon
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